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A Leading Global

Hotel Company

Take our Quiz and You’ll Have a Chance to Win a 2-Night 

Hotel Stay! 3 Winners will be Awarded!



RADISSON HOTELS AMERICAS
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Source: Hotel and room counts: Global Data Book Fourth Quarter 2021; Hotels in operation and under development

698 HOTELS

77,522 ROOMS

534 USA

28 CANADA

54 LATAM

2 CARIBBEAN

80 Under Development
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We've been recognizing and rewarding the 

hard work of travel agents like you for nearly 

30 years. With the Radisson Rewards for 

Business Americas program, you 

can look forward to more benefits and 

opportunities to earn points for your bookings at 

any of our 600+ hotels across the United States, 

Canada, Latin America, and the Caribbean.

Radisson Rewards 

for Business 

Americas 
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With the new Americas-focused program, our travel agent members can now 

enjoy access to more benefits, redemption opportunities, and promotions.

Enhanced benefits for travel agents

More Airline Partners
You can now redeem your points for miles 

with your choice of over 25 airlines.

Simplified Award Chart
Award Night categories have been reduced 

from seven to five. Award Night stays start at 

just 15,000 points.

New RewardSaver Rate
Save 33% of your points when you book these 

discounted Award Night rates available to 

members only.

Earn more points from our partners 
From car rentals to flowers and gifts, use your 

member number to earn even more points with 

an expanded offering of earning partners.
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For those currently enrolled,  you received an email 

with your new 16-digit Radisson Rewards for 

Business Americas member number in June 2021. 

Your V# is no longer valid – you must enter your new 

16-digit Radisson Rewards Americas number into all 

your bookings in order to earn points. 

Can’t login or find your new 16-digit number? 

Contact us at 1-800-333-5600.

New 16-digit number

CX HTL 21JUL SS1 SUX OUT23JUL 758 -

CX COUNTRY INN STES DAKO

TA DUNES/NP-1/BS-12345678/NM-TEST 

TEST/G-CCCAXXXXXXXXXXXX0

018EXP11-25/SI-CW-6015XXXXXXXXXXXX
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1. Visit RadissonHotelsAmericas.com

2. Click "Sign In” in the upper right of the page, then select “Activate your account”

3. Provide first and last name, 16-digit Radisson Rewards Americas number, email address, 

and create a password following the guidelines 

4. Click “Continue” and an email will be sent to the email address provided, with a link to 

complete the activation process

If you haven’t already done so, please make sure to activate 
your new account:  

Account activation
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As a travel agent member of Radisson Rewards for 

Business Americas, you can earn 10 points per 

USD spent on eligible bookings at any of our 600+ 

hotels across the United States, Canada, Latin 

America, and the Caribbean.

Book either on our website at 

RadissonHotelsAmericas.com

or via the GDS to earn points. Don't forget to use 

your new 16-digit Radisson Rewards Americas 

number when booking.

Book and earn
10 points per USD spent

Tip: Earn even more by registering for all 

bonus point promotions - watch your email, 

our Instagram and Facebook pages, along 

with our website.

https://www.radissonhotelsamericas.com/en-us/rewards/offers


BOOKING VIA OUR WEBSITE:

Make sure you log in with your Radisson Rewards Americas 

for Business 16-digit member number before making a 

booking and choose Booking for another guest on the guest 

information page. Your number is automatically attached to the 

booking

BOOKING VIA GDS:

If you book via GDS, make sure to enter the Master Chain Code 

"CW" and your Radisson Rewards for Business Americas 16-

digit member number in the SI field of the GDS to earn points for 

the booking.

Sample GDS entry: SI-CW-601XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Ways to book and earn
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Don't forget – your travelers can earn 

points too! Make sure to enter the 

traveler’s Radisson Rewards Americas 

member number into the booking. If your 

traveler is not a member yet, encourage 

them to join to take advantage of the 

great rewards offered by Radisson 

Rewards Americas.

Your travelers 
can earn too 



Thank you for learning more about Radisson 

Rewards for Business Americas! 

Now take the quiz and you could 

win a 2-night stay! 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5F6HRT8

